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American Foreign Policy," and
discussed the problems involved in the
implementation of a plan like the one
he presented last week at dePaw
University in Indiana. This plan called
for the reduction of the American

effort in VietNanl by a factor of about
five and the encouragement of
negotiations.

Bunldy's argument
The principle argement for this plan

is that the war at present is destroying
the structure of the society it is
intended to preserve, and that this
alternative prevents defeat without the
stresses and drains on both South Viet
Nam and the United States that the
war is causing. Mrt. Bundy pointed out
that this plan would not lose any
ground and thus would not have the
disadvantages of a complete pull out.
Given that this is the least undesirable
of all possible alternatives and that a
change must be made, Mr. Bundy
deemed it possible to convice the
necessary people that this was a
workable solution.

This led into the second portion of
Bundy's talk during which he
enumerated the difficulties
encountered in putting into effect any
good solution to the problem of
VietNam or for that matter any other
problem. The problem consists
primarily of the difficulties involved in
persuading any group of people to
accept a new viewpoint

Expets essential
Mr. Bundy says that the experts on

the situation,- those who are now
.several ranks down from the Executive,
must fiAst convince the political leaders
that a given plan, in thiffs case Mr.
Bundy's plan to end the war, is correct.

The next step is to secure the
cooperation of the military. For the
implementation of Mr. Bundy's plan
this is particularly essential since a
slow-down implies restraint and control
which must be voluntary. Assuming
that the cooperation of the military is
insured thle next stepwould then be to
convince other countries, especially our
allies, that our decision will not have
unfortunate repurcussions for them.

Persuade public
The last and most difficult part in

listing of the steps toward the enaction
of a plan is the persuasion of the
general public that a given course is
desirable. This is complicated in
Bundy's view by the polarization of
opinion that is current and the
tendency by many Americans to
oversimplify a problem so that each
difficulty can have only an eitherlor
solution. Bundy pointed out that with
the recognition of these problems can
come an ability to incorporate features
for their solution in the proposal to be
submitted. Bundy concluded his
argument by showing that his plan
could be effectively persuasive and
hence could be implemented.

Chomsky attacks
Professor Noan Chomsky, the

Institute's bes/ known proponent of
the "get out now" philosophy, then
made a statement in which he
presented his plan for the rapid
termination of the war. Professor
Chomsky proposed that we conduct an

nimmediate pull out and that we hope
for a mutual pullout by the North
Vietnamese, with no provision as to
what happens if they do not. ie thean

By Charlie Amn
McGeorge Bundy ran head on into

the formidable Noam Chomsky during
a discussion of our Viet Nam policy in
Kresge Auditorium Wednesday night.

._.-: The clash between two radically
.as different approaches to the problem of

;t''-the war was striking in its clarity even
. -though Bundy has recently modified

:~.- his views toward the advocay of a swift
deescalation. Also on the panel were

,.:-Professor lthiel Pool, head of the
Departmrent of Political Science and a

,<~ ...."'~ defender of administration policy, and
Professor Eric Hansen of the

~ :9l.~.Department of Political Science.
:~:~-~g Professor Max Millikan,. Director for
".~ .... the Center for Instemational Studies,

was moderator.
-., Bundy quickly degressed from the

Cents planned -topic "The formation of
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By Greg Bemhardt

'he Black Student Union Tuesday
ning submitted a list of twelve
mots to the administration dealing
the Institute policies in relation to
issions, jobs, curriculum and
atation of Negroes.
he proposals represent the efforts
about twenty-five students who
ted the Black Students Union
nd term last year with the
ations of attracting more black
ents to MIT and better integrating

into the academic community as
as the "greater black community"
he Boston area.

rather than set targets."
One sf the targets referred to be

Simonides was the figure of"100 black'
freshmen entering each year, beginning
1969." Professor Wiesner, at one of the
meetings, expressed the opinion that
100 freshmen could not be accepted.
Professor Greeley agreed that the idea
was "excellent, but very likely we will
not succeed," explaiining that it would
be "'difficult or impossible to find that
number."

Several members of the Union,
however, noted ihat the Institute had
never tried to recruit a proportionate
share of black students. In an effort to
correct this, the students are pressing
for an expanded summer program to
help students who come from poor
quality high schools. The Union feels
that too many black students are
overlooked because they are not
prepared rather than unqualified.

(please turn to page 12)

he proposals, one member
are specific answers to a

ation in which "MIT always throws
ands up and says, 'What can we
" Feeling the need for "an
iacy and straight-forwardness to
we want done," the Black

dent Union went to the
niton to "pin them down."

Receiving the proposals on behalf
the administration were James R.
ian Jr., Chairman of the

ratin, Professor Jerome B.
er, Provost, Professor Walter A.

nblith, Chairman of the Faculty
Constantine- B. Simonides,

taat to the President.
Discussions held

In response to the group, the
istration arranged two longer

fin Wednesday to discuss the
c proposals. In addition to the
_ four, Professor Richard M.
ugl, Head of the Department of

manities, Professor Roland B.
ley, Director of Admissions and

9dent Howard W. Johnson were in

MAcGeorge Bundy at Kresge.

proceeded to give some history of our
involvement in the war with the
apparent idea of showing a breakdown
in the structure for malking decisions.
This he summed up in asking what
right we had to decide what was bets
for amyother country.

(please turn to page 3)

rejects reque st
intarycorm 7ons

A committee of upperclass Black undergraduates should be a permanent partw | i sn u t r
of the admissions and financial aid offices at MIT-to deal only with potential and
incoming Black students. AGu .a 

There should be a special brochure printed for the Black recruiters to take O f V0 O - /U

t9 "I A ca 

with them to Black schools.
There should be a summer program specifically designed for those entering

Black students whose preparation, because of poor quality high schools, is not
commensurate with that of other students entering HIT. This summer program
should be coordinated by a Black person and run in tandem with the summer
session so that the- student would take a regular summer type course load with the
option of taking a course., for credit. Admission to UIT should be without
mandatory participation in this summer program. It would be up to the Black
admissions person to decide whom to invite into the summer program.

There should be a representative number of Blacks working on jobs at MT;
this includes construction, laboratories, secretarial positions, medical, etc. MIT
should deman tangible proof of good intentions (i.e. visible Blacks), and not
merely a letter of statement of good faith. There should be Black people in the
Industrial Liason Office at MIT. Special investigation should be made of MIT
work groups, e.g. technicians, campus police, etc.

There should be more Black oriented classes at FMIT, taught by a Black people

By Joseph Kasi

Compulsory common meals
contracts for the residents of Baker
House, Burton House and McCormich
Hall will apparently continue despite a
recent article in the Burton House
"Walrus" attacking the plan.

The article, signed by the UP, the
presidents of all dormitories on
compulsory common's, and the editor
of the Walrus, critized contract dining
as being "monotonous, starchy, dull,
and mn ost of all, compulsory."
Furthermnore, it was implied that the
majority of the students on the plan do
not agree with it, and desired that it
become voluntary. It was also stated
that forcing residents of the three

$e ount d
residents later in the meeting.

In presenting his group's proposals,
Mr. Connelly noted that the average
rents in Cambridge have increased
100% during the past eight years and
that students, their numbers having
increased by two-thirds in this period,
are now willing to pay up to 2Y2 times
the 1960 rate. He pointed out that 63%
of the elderly earn less than $1500 peri
year. He charged that the city has built
only 88 units during the past 15 years.
One of the City Councillors later
seconded this charge and added that no
units at all have been built during the
past 5 years.

One of the most dramatic moments
of the two and one half hour meeting
came when Councillor Barbara
Ackermnnan defended the universities,
listing their.numerous contributions to

-the city, and declared that the "real
villain" was the city's real estate
developers who are taking financial
advantage of the housing situation. She

e turn to page 9)

houses on campus to take week-day
meals in the house cafeteria was not
consistent with the Institute's policy of
allowing each student freedom and
responsbilty as part of the "total
educational process."

In response to these charges, Mr.
Laurence Bishoff, Director of Housing
and lD)ining Services for the Institute,
offered the following reasons for the
probable continuance of compulsory
commons. It is economically unfeasible
to operate without compulsory
contracts for each student in the house.
If the student finds contract meals
totally unbearable, he has the option to
either transfer to another house
without commons, or transfer out of
the dormitory system entirely, even if
he might wish to remain where he or
she is. At this time, the common meals
are administered by the Stouffer Food
Corporation on a "break-even" basis.
The Institute feels that it would be
unfair to subsidize the dormitory
eating, as this would be at the expense
of non-commons members of the MIT
Community.

The residents of East Campus,
Senior House, and Random Hall now
have the option of taking Commons in
tle Walker Memorial or providing al of
their meals. This is done by means of a
la carte dining facilities. However, there
is a built-in expectation that there will
be about ten-pement absenteeism over
the span of the term.

Bishoff also stated that it would be
economically prohibitive to alllow-
voluntary commons in all houses
having dining facilities, as most units
generally break even only when all
members of the house are on contract
meals. Ashdown House was offered as'
an example: about 25% of the graduate
students signed up for meals, and the
only way the d/ing hall is able to
maintain operation is by opening itself

(please rum to page 9)

Members of the Union indicated
yreceived x "blanket endorsement"
the demands, but Shirley Jackson, a
Ouate student and co-chairman of
Union, cautioned that the "lack of

statement against them doesn't

cessafily mean they will be
OLnented." In remarks to The Tech
,.Simonides stated, "Predictions are
d to make. My job is to work on it

(please turn to page i2)

ousin I
Robert S'nha, Planning Officer, and
Anthony Henrrey of the Real Estate
OffiCe.

Addressing the gatheringMr.
Stoddard declared that "no issue is of
more pressing concern" to MIT than
the housing crisis Discussing his
determination to defend students as
well as the elderly from rent escalation,
he explained the function of Nofrthgate
Corporation, MIT's subsidiary and
tax-paying corporation, which has
sought to secure decerit, inexpensive
housing for MIT personnel

While about 35% of Northgate
residents are curmntly non-MIT people,
he promisedthat Northgate will seek in
the future to add housing 'for all
citizens. In a very significant remark,
Mr. Stoddard concluded by vowing
that MIT Ls willing to work in
combating the housing crisis "under
the leadership of the city government."
This was apparentffiy an allusion to City
Hall's dismal record in housing, a point
which w-as to be raised by several of the

tts ress $
that there be a moratorium on the sale
or transfer of all city-owned land until;
a survey- of housing needs can be,
completed; 4) that the City Council
explore means of developing low-cost
housing and curtailing the escalation of
rents in Cambridge. The acting mayor
promised that the resolutions would be
voted upon at the Council's regular
mee'tig next Monday night.

The Committee's major targets have
been Harvard and MIT, whose
increasing influx of students and staff
and allegedly pricing the low-income-
residents (many of whom are
reportedly being forced to leave the
city) out of the housing market. The
Presidents of both institutions had
been invited, but instead a group of
administrative officials from both sides
of the river were present to state their
school's positions. The MIT delegation
included Philip Stoddard,
Vice-President of Operations and
Personnel, Walter Milne, Assistant to
.the Chairman of the Corporation,

By Bob Deanis
[The flames of despair which have
n recently kindled among
rbridge losw-income residents
ed fenridly Tuesday night as the
'ordinating Committee of the
Ebridge Housing Convention
~nted their list of resolutions to a
Cal meeting of the Cambridge City

opealng before about two hundred
aly and low income residents of

Rlaces who filled the Council
bers as well as to a packed

°tatol gallery, the Committee,
ed by Mr. Dan Connelly, detailed
ifour main proposals: l) that the

' Council require the universities
Other non-profit institutions to
e public their plans for fiture

lth in Cambridge; 2) that the
UnCil develop an inventory of all
d presently vacant, unimproved, or
4teloped andto see that first
*lence is given to the development
lowu0st housing on such sites; 3)

iscusses ossl I I lreBodyThe Tech
for Apple B 0t Wa

/ack students present dem7ands

Text o BSU demands
{Ed. note: This is the complete text of the list of proposals submitted to the
administrat'on Tuesday by the Black Students Union.)

The Black student Union should be an integral part of the hAdmizios and
Fiiincial Aid offices with its members actively serving as recruiters and
interviewers of potential Black MIT Fstudents.

The financial needs of Black MIT undergraduates should be met with full
scholarship.

There should be a Blck Administrator in the Admissions office whose chief
duty would be to handle the recruiting, interview of applicatiosns of potential
Black MIT undergraduates.

There should be a Black Administrator in the Finmancial Aid office whose chief
duty would be to review the financial aid applications and determination of
scholarship aid for Black MIT undergraduates.

There should be a minimum of I00 Black freshmen (roughly 10%) entering
each year beginning in the fall of 1969 with tihe class of 1973.
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ence fast. The kind of experience that's bound
to help him move up th-e ladder cuic:;ly."

Visit your placemsent office

Sign up at-your place-
ment office for an inter- O
view with IBM. Or send P S
a letter or resurhne to
Paul Kosiow, IBM. NOV.
Department C, 425 Park 1314
Avenue, New York,
New York 10022.

An Equal Opportuniaty Employer

BM god

problems, vibration and shock analysis, and
electromagnetic compatibility. The associ-
'ated connector design worki gets me into
stress and creep analysis and Hertz contact
stress and evaluation."

Then comes production

That's only part of Andy's job. After his
team designs, develops, and produces a
prototype memory unit, he has to work closely
with manufacturing engineers, advising
them on machines and processes to mass-
produce the unit.

"It's tough but rewarding work," says Andy,
"because the problems change with each new
assignment. So an M.E. gains a lot of experi-

"'IBM is so involved in the electronics field,
I'd always assumed they weren't particularly
interested in M.E.'s,'" says Andy Simon.

Andy got his M.E. degree in 1987. He's now
a packaging engineer in memory develop-
ment at IBM.A

Andy found out why IBM needs good me-.
chanical engineers when he went to his
campus interview. As electronic packaging
gets smaller and packaging density in-
creases, a lot of new problems arise. And the
M.E. has to solve them.

As Andy says, "When I design the hardware
package for a rmicro-electronic memory unit,
I deal with heat transfer and other thermal
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With the right set of
wheels, you'll go a
long way.

Nr information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
or career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or

/k: Lionel o. Stevens, lManager, College Employiment.

THE "'ITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019
An Equtal Opportunity Employer, M/F © Equitible i968S
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ROSEMARY'S BABY" 

aitten and direte by Roman j

1-i25, 5:20, 9:20 ,
s0orson Welles and Oliver Reed
NIeve Forget What's 'Is Nam e" 

3:40 and 7:40

Today and Saturday 
GRETA GARBO as 

"ANNA KARENINA"
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday '

"KIND KONG" 1

Shows daily 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 
Matinees Saturday and Sunday 
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(cont. from page 19

Professor Eric Hansen, Assistant
Professor of Political Science and an
.expert on International relations
expressed the view that Bundy's was
not a complete solution to the problem
since there would still be fighting going
on; that is, the solution was
quantitative and not qualitative.
Professor Hansen then suggested that
the present state of decision making in
foreign affaris consisted of a sort of
inverse isolationism. IHe said that an
isolationist totally avoids any
involvement and therefore does what is
not in his best interest. This implies a
lack of discrimination between what is

destroying, such as Mr. Bundy's
proposal. Professor Pool pointed out
that the difficulties in the
implementation of ideas that Mr.
Bundy discussed had prevented the
accomplishment of plans for elections
in Vietnam on the district level and a
number of similar proposals since these
were never dramatic or simple enough
to attract public support. The process
of taking expert opinions and
translating them into action is,
according to Professor Pool, made
more difficult'by the tendency for the
Executive to close. itself into tighter
and higher groups as a crisis worsens,
thus effectively shutting of all effective
communication. After each of the
participants had presented his views a
panel discussion was begun during

which the veracity of not only ideas
but evidence on all sides was
challened.

The trend and effect of opinion in
the world, Vietnam and the United
States was also discussed and it was
pointed out that a large segment of
world opinion favors a direct and

immediate pullout of ¥ietmen. Bundy
noted that since it is possible to predict
a military victory correctly or not, it is
very difficult to convince the public
that we are not on the verge of winning
and hence it would be wastefull to pull
out now.

The discussion was then thrown
open to questions from the audience
and after twenty minutes of questions
the panel adjourned to the Student
Center for coffee.

good and what is bad and entails total
rejection. In the opinion of Professor
Hansen the opposite is taking place
notw. The United States is involving_
itself everywhere and not always in its
best interest, with same lack of
discrimination which made the
isolationist refuse to act in his best
interest. Since the Bundy solution
includes no determination of the worth
of involvement it too does not
discriminate between what is in the
best interest of the United States. It is
in this sense only a partial solution and
still lacks direction.

The fourth point of view was
presented by Professor Ithiel Pool Head
of the Department of Political Science.
Professor Pool noted that we must fmd
solutions which solve without

SAVE! SAVE ! SAVE!

LOWEST CHRISTMAS RATES TO CALIFORNIA

LOS BANGELES OR SAN FRANCISCO

$228.00 + 5% tax

NO OTHER CHARGESCOMPLETE ROUND TRIP FARE

ALSO FLIGHTS TO SAN DIEGO

Group departures Fri., Dec. 20and Sat., Dec. 21
Retrim Sun., Jan. 5 (or any day between Ja. I and Jan. 19)

MEET PEOPLE IN THE CALFORNIA RUSH
MIXED TRAVEL G;ROUPS

MIT - WELLESLEY- HARVARD - RACLIFFE - BRANDEIS- TUFTS
PINE MANOR - SIMMONS-- BABSON - WHEELOCK - AND OTHERS

OTHER SPECIAL CHRlSTMAS FARES:
Portland and Seattle: $224.00 round trip

Groups to Europe:
London: $223.00 - Paris: $243.00 - Zurich: $261.00

-LMITE1D SPACE -RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOWH! !!
ERITAGE TRAVEL; INC.

238 Main Street ask for

1. Wow! What is itP

Python LTD.
Fully equipped.

call 491-0050
r Ms Shermani

next to MIT at sKendall SquareCambadge

a ID 0 a
o o a 

W. hat happened to your Viper
Mark IV?

I just couldn't identify
with that car.

3. That s what you'said about
the Sidewinder Eight.

But a Python is some-
thing else. Four-on-the-
floor, six-barrel carb,
console tach ... and
what a steal!

I.Don t you think you ought to
hold onto a car more than a
month, Chet?

When you see a great
buy coming your way,
you have to grab it.

5, That's what I did yesterday-
signed up for Living Insurance
from Equitable. At my age the
cost is low, and I get solid
protection now that will continue
to cover my family later when
I get married. Plus a nice
nest egg when I retire.

Chomsky challenges Buady proposal

L~~L,

N.EXT TO CUSTOMER SERVICE IN BOOK DEPAiRTIMENT
S nday..; : trailnade to your pracrptm Ipntep 8finet of a aaBa
V nVlb a'qd American opEti SAense

qsBi . and_ Servl iss Our Bor~ 7-Patroanae Reafnd
00hthalmal*istts pre4:rplion are filledi proply-rbr-ly.

Excellent selfction f 'rans Bor Men.awomen-slidran.
0 of Hmars: Morayl- Frdlay. :5 to 5:30 - Lunch 2-3 (Closd)

Saiturday, 9:20 to 1: 0
PhOWh 49142l30 Ent.. ) oer from AIT eial 8B

THE TECH C·OOP 
NW£ TIELLY SDAL T. UWM COUS

"9865dL k"00. QwlSw 021 9

IF YOU HAVE
"A BETTER IDEA,"

I$ THE PeACiE
T HWAVE IT
You are going to be responsible for
tomorrow's world, why shouldn't you
contribute to it today? Philco-Ford is
people oriented . . . we will give you
room to roam . . . to discover yourself
... and to take a personal part in the
vital decisions that can change the
state-of-the-art and the state of
civilization. Come and talk to us about
your future ... or write to College
Relations, Philco-Ford Corporation,
C & Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa:
19134.
PHILCO-FORD WILL BE HERE ON

DIVISIONS: Aeronutronic · Appliance
- Communications & Electronics ·
Consumer Electronics · Education and
Technical Services · International ·
Lansdale · Microelectronics ·
Sales & Distribution · Space &
Re-entry. Western 
Developmnent Laboratories 

4~~~~~~~

Philco-Ford
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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this "bloodless revolution" one mu
know something of the hist 
background o£ French education. U
the 19th Century French educal
was apparently as "liberal" a s
come, deriving from the Eumlp
tradition of student cooperatives

Napoleon, however, changedallO
and made the higher education oftE
country monolthic, placing it u
centra control from Paris. In effeti
"un/ersities" in France have been pz
of one national university controF
by the lAnister of Education. Rum

· each inst-itution was a "nmd
'appointed by the Minister. Therte
will now become the equivalent oft|
Amerkan university chancelor.

Under the new program, which h
go into effect by no later
February 15 of next year, the Sta
will retain control only, over t
minimum standards for diplomas. Tb
separate college councils will detenm
budgets,. curricula- and othe:
educational matters. HiEr
examinations, formerly the provinceQL
the Government, now fall undert 
control of faculty-student jes,
they no longer carry the d r
weight which irked student adical 

Of course, all this xeforn in
nothing for the central problemn
ovemrowdig, but 'it is a testimonyt

(Please tWrn to page 8)

.. Mee
he The Teehi

communication at and betweeen t
various levels (students, facult.
administration, student govemont)
shouM be open. Student gov=Went
can be a hghly effective ch]nel fr
commurication if people will use it..

We spend too much time woxrb
about representation - having a seat o0
a committee, having a vote, beg
member of the govemrment. At.,
decisions are made by consensus amo0i
saoll groups of individuals. Differedt
combinations of people work on each;
problem. There is no estabbslshMent,
just people: people who try tlo

commiadrcate, people who respond.
Often, we are frustrated Whe~

things don't happen fast, but we shUldi
realize that rsults dpend on the
people who are hivolved. 1ay
student government is a rniste, l
think it is, right now. Bu4 I believeit]
has the potential to become rlid as
channel of communication, to tae .
place among the many levels of lWT
a network of commu nication. I be
student government can be respon*,

an intrument which people cn cTo
to and communicate Wogtl b
achieve this potential, it nusto
zeceptive to students and facultyl
it should be able to adapt iflt°
cument problems and issues, beig
Wiling to grow or to disbandPots
needs arie;.and it should not WOseit

in trivia. '69 E

(Pleaw m la pae 

American educators - and
polificians - should take some note of
the dispatches being received from
Paris about France's educational
revolution. De Gaulle's new education
minister, Edgar Faure, has successfully
pushed through the French Assembly a
sweeping change in the administation
of that country's -universities which
augurs. to sweep them from Napoleonic

'calcification to a stage well ahead of
our own domestic revolution.

French universities wi now shift-
according to Faure's new program,
from a < total Grayson Kirk-style
domination by the country's education
ministry to autonomous control by
faculty-student councils.

The new post of college president
will be created at each institution and
filled by an appointee of the councils.
Students will be given full control over
"social matters,"' such as parietals,
dress and so forth.

The councils themselves w, be
elected by the faculty and students, the
two groups being represented on a
50-50 basis- Community
representatives will also be allowed to

sit- on the councils. This -alone
constitutes a step far in advance of any
college known to .this wziter in
America. Columbia's running war with
Harlem is more the norm.

To' understand fully the scope of

- m

Perhaps a better title might begin with Good abhor the thought of his leading this country, ancn
No-Show, for it is now widely known that Richard have only disdain for his campaign tactics of
Nixon has cancelled his scheduled visit to Boston, avoiding rather than confronting the people and the
covering up with the implausible excuse of heavy issues. A protest, dominated not by hippies and

campaign commitments. Clearly, in the sense of yippies, but by people still within the system yet
political strategy, Nixon's no-show is a good show, intensely disturbed by it, would have gone far to

for nothing which tends to mar -the image of a undermin-e the carefully concocted image of Nixon
well-oiled, smooth-running campaign machine can as the man for everyone, except those on the,
be tolerated. But we have never denied Nixon's political extremes.
political astuteness. In -fact, Tricky Dick is by far The opportunity to voice our dissent at the
the most polished, slickest politico on the national probity of Richaid Nixon, crowned by Strom

scene today. What we have hammered at is Nixon's Tuond, and havig crowned Siro Agnew i

inability to face the American people with anything return, as President of the United States is gone
more than a two-faced smile and glib references to now. For as Trcky Dick now bows, even m

emotion-sating rhetoric. forfeiture can there be victory. But even of a more
Nixon's fear was not so much of a fundamental concern, it is almost incongrous that a

demonstration, as it was of a responsible man asking the people of the United States to elect
demonstration, without flowering obscenities ad a Mm their President, should feel he is unable to face

circus-type atmosphere of too many of the New those very people, or eiven more disconcerting, that
Left protest rallies, which, if anything, tend to he does not have to face those people. AD, the
endear the object of their abuse to the hearts of «e more sconerg when we speculate on his

millions of Nixon's "forgotten Americans."' ' Nixon behavior after he no longer needs the public trust,
had little to fear of a rally composed mainly of when he no longer needs the people, when he is
semi-professional rallyers, many of whom indulge President with all the power the office affords ad

because it is fun. What he obviously did fear, implies. Who knows, after Tricky Dick, historians
however, was a responsible Vrotst of those who might rightly refer to LBJ as humble.

,ptest bf hose who.MEW-

B1acek D e man ds
The demands of the Black Student Union much that must yet be done to correct this

presented today on page one represent a good situation. The Black Student Union, by presentinga
outline of what MIT ought to do as its part in basically sound program to the proper authorities,
assuring that the black people of America will have has shown its willingness to work with the
their fair share of what this country has to offer. We administration to correct inequities now existing at

feel that some of these demands could be more the Institute. We sincerely hope that the
effectively formulated, but this is not the point we administration will respond, not with the intent of
wish to make. The Institute has been presented with giving only what is necessary to avoid alienating the
a plan for action drawn up by a group that has a MIT black community, but rather with the intent of

good notion of what is needed. In additon, the making our campus an example of what can be
Black Student Union has indicated its willingness to accomplished when reasonable people tackle a

contribute its members' time and advice. The difficult problem.
Institute has in the past indicated its intention of Many. white students will wonder what they can
doing its part to foster racial equality; the black -do to help see that MIT takes an activist role in
students have now given the Institute a 'set of giving blacks the opportunities which are rightfully
specific goals to achieve. It remains to be seen theirs. The black students have tod us that they feel

whether the Institute will back up its words with that whites can be most effective in promoting
deeds. equality by attempting tO influence opinion in the

A start has been made toward these goals. The overwhelming white majority in the Institute
administration, clearly anxious to preserve a good commu nity and by making it clear to the

image, has given the blacks three meetings with top administration that whites as well as blacks feel that

administrators in the space of twenty-four hours. the Institute m.st expand its efforts to give blacks
Results will not come overnight, so we must assume equal access to the privilege of higher education.

that the administration is acting in good faith at this Videotape productions of the second Compton
point. seminar will be shown will be shown in the

It should also be noted that several steps have Mezzamine Lounge of the Student Center at the
already been taken to assure blacks their place-in following times: Friday, noon, 5 pm, 7:3( pM;.

the Institute community, the most recent of which Monday, noon, 5pro; Tuesday, 10 am, 2 pm.
is the program to promote employment of blacks by Instructors should note that these tapes are available

the Institute. However, 1H% of the country is black for use in the classroom, ff desied. Direct inqures
and 0.6% of MIT students are black. There is clearly to Dean Jay Harmerness.
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Debate-
subjects in question. In order for this to be
effective, it is often necessary for the participants to
become engaged in somewhat heated debate. The
scarlet hue apparent in Mr. Bundy's face Wednesday
night will certainly attest to the seminar's success on
that point. There is another purpose to the seminars
which is not so. easily characterized. However" it
should certainly be the primary idea behind any
future undertakings of this sort. This is the exposure
of the student body to ideas. We-seriously doubt
that there 'is anyone who heard the debate two
night ago who did not have his opinion changed in
the slightest. It is ouly through exposure to
opposing viewpoints that our ideas can mature;
?erhaps that is the best expression of our feelings
about the discussion Wednesday.

Great
The subject of the seminar was certainly one

which was not intendedto provoke silence. Even the
announced topic, the formulation of US foreign
policy, would have been controversial. However, the
real topic, which was kept secret for rather obvious
reasons, created an even larger gulf between the two
sides.

At this point, we would like to compliment Mr.
McGeorge Bundy, as it is our understanding that it
was he who suggested discussion of the war. This
takes courage, especially on a college campus today.
We compliment him for having the courage of his
convictions, even though we do not necessarily
agree with all of them.

This seminar was what we feel all of them should
be, namely presentation of opposing points of view
by people who are recognized authorities on the

Good Tricky Dick
Lia II

Mo~raa in~ et-uca-io.n
m filmSmt

Letters to t
Govemment

To the Editor:

There is a tendency for people in
organizations to form cliques, to make
the organization the 'end' and lose
sight of its origins as an instrument.
Many MIT students view student
government as similar to such a clique.
They see that only one type of person
gets involved, so.only one point of view
is represented. They- feel that ideas
they contribute are not considered.

The only way in which -those who
have no faith in student government

can change it-is to forget their built-n,
prejudices and become involved. They

may feel that this is selling out to the
esiablishment, but the potential for

changing'the government by, working
within it exists. MeaningM chtnges
can be effected without a revolt.

For MIT to become effectively
r-elevant, the channels of
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met or possibly c'n exceeded. At the
present time the underdeveloped world
has reached an aretag GNP increase.of
four and one-hdifpercent pet year, and
this has been done with only limited
financial XesoUrat

The key to the success of
Development lDOade II appears to be
the United Statesa The Comminitee on
Developm'ent Planning is currently
considering requ aftu contrnitions
from the developed nations of one
percent of theire Gross National Product
in the form of direct finacial aid,
loans, and private investments. At the
present time, the United States is
utilizing approximately six-tenths of a
percent of its GNP per year in the
support of underdeveloped counties.
The committee hopes to use the
pressure of world opinion to mnake the
U.S. raise its commitment to the level
of one percent per year. However, the
probability of this strategy being
effective is unknown.

Professor Millika sees great
importance to the United States in the
success of Development Decade H.
Although in the short run, the United
States will probably receive few
benefits from these efforts to raise the
economic-social standards of the
underdeveloped world, it does stand to
receive two long range benefits. One 0d
these is, of course, the markets to be
opened up to American manufacturers.
However, the much more important
benefit is a combination of social and
political factors. Professor Milikan sees
the probability of the world
ezvronment evolving in the direction
we want significantly more probable if
this development decade achieves its
goals than if it doesn't. A wold in
which two-thids of its inhabitants
suffer from poverty doesn't appear to
offer us this possibility.

F r'eshman Woodt
burns draft card

Post Office Square was the scene
Monday of a brief demonstration
highlighted by the burning of a draft
registration certificate by an MIT
freshman. Gary Woods said he burned
his card in demonstrating his refusal
"to be a tool for the physical and
moral destruction which the
government carries out." The
precipitating cause of his action was
the sentencing earlier in the day of
Suzanne Williams, a draft protester
sentenced in US District Court to an
indeterminate federal prison term for
sloshing paint on Selective Service
records in the Customs House in
Boston last June 4. Woods was assisted
by Antioch College student who
soaked the card in lighter fluid and
held it while it was being ignited.

Woods emphasized that he is not a
member of the New Left and that
opposition to merely the Vietnam War
did not bring about his action.
"Rather," he said, "I am and have been
for several years a complete and
uncompromising pacifist. I will not be
part of a nation's death machine." His
father is an Air Force colonel serting in
Vietnam of whom Woods said, "He has
been in the military so long he obeys
without question. I cannot do the
same."

Woods read prepared statements to
the press after bruning his card. "I burn
this card and joyfully accept
responsibility in the hope of someday
seeing a world in which people may life
without fear and may verify the joys of
life." Stating his intention to drop out
of MIT after the first semester, Woods
disclosed his desire to put theo$4000
his patents would normailly give him to
help poverty programs. "School". he
reitereated, "is a great luxury."

By Larry Klein that the sixties saw little positive
oomnatment; from the developed
countries. Rather, it was only an era of
good wiL" Consequently, the group

is now formulating methods to get the
developed countries to commit
themselves to active support on behalf
of the underdeveloped countries. At
the same time, these nations ae to
undertake various self-help measures as
population control and better export
performance.

The committee has been meeting in
various parts of the world where it has
been confaering with local economic
experts. These conferences have
resulted in specific plans being laid and
estimates of the capital requirements
for these plans being calculated. This
spring, the coxmm-tee will then
convene in Bangkok at which tme it
intends to finalie its proposals. These
proposals are to be submitted to the
United Nations Council during the
sunmer and then to the General
Assembly during its 1970 session.

When questioned, Professor
M kan expressed optimism for the
success of this second development
decade, with one important
reservation. This reservation involved
the probability of the developed
countries of the world contributing
their share of the necessary Financial
resources for the programs proposed by
the committee. If this financial support
is realized, Professor Mi/lkan believes
the proposed five percent goal can be

-by. Professor Max Millikan, Dhletor of
hMIT's Center for International Studies,
is currently serving as an advisor to the
United Nations Economic Council as
one of the members of the body's
specially -appointed Committee on
Development Planning. A committee of
fifteen to eighteen international
experts (of which Professor Millikan is
the only American member), this group
was set up to advise the U.N. on
Developannt Decades I and IL. All of
the members of the committee were
appointed to serve as individuals, rather
than as representatives of their Lnations.

The term Development Decade was
first utilized by President John F.
Kennedy as he sooht to suggest that

ant the should and could be an era
of significant economic-social
development for the undeveloped

[1 portions of the world. The United
Nations, impressed with this idea, took
it up by setting as a target goal for this
"Development Decade" an averae five
percent per year growth in the Gross
National Product of the
underdeveloped world. However, this
goal was never reached. As a result, the
Committee on Development Planning

dANT was established to discover the causes
of this failure. Later on, the committee
was also given the responsiblety of
drawing up plans for a proposed

MOTL "Development Decade Ii" to take place
arking in the 1970's.

arThe committee quickly rengniedThe commaittQee quicklcy recogn2ized

as our-moat

RESTAUR

bridge Charter House Motor Hotel

mbrdge Parkway 491-3600

CCnarles between Longfellow Bridge and Science Museum. Pe

Because of the nature and scope of
the National Security Agency's
mission, our successes are in direct
relation to your achievements.

At NSA, we are responsible for
designing and developing secure/
invulnerable communications and EDP
systems to transmit, receive and
analyze much of our nation's most vital
information. The advancing technologies
applied in this work are such that
they will frequently take you beyond
the known and accepted boundaries
of knowledge. Consequently, your
imagination and resourcefulness are
essential qualifications for success.

The Career Sceine at NSA
ENGINEERS will find work which is
performed nowhere else . . . devices
and systems are constantly being
developed which are in advance of any
outside the Agency. As an Agency
engineer, you will carry out research,
design, development, testing andl
evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale
cryptocommunications and ED3P

systems. You may also participate in
related studies of electromagnetic
propagation, upper atmosphere
phenomena, and solid state devices
using the latest equipment for
advanced research within NSA's
fully instrumented laboratories.

MATHEMATICIANS define, formulate
and solve complex communications-
related problems. Statistical
mathematics, matrix algebra, and
combinatorial analysis are but a few
of the tools applied by Agency
mathematicians. Opportunities for
contributions in computer sciences and
theoretical research are also offered.

Career Benefits
NSA's liberal graduate study program
permits you to pursue two semesters of
full-time graduate study at full salary.
Nearly all academic costs are borne by
NSA, whose proximity to seven
universities is an additional asset.

Starting salaries, depending on
education and experience, range from
$8845.00'to $15,000.00, and increases

will follow systematically as you assume
additional responsibility. Further, you
will enjoy the varied career benefits
and other advantages of Federal
employment without the necessity ol
Civil Service certification.

Check with your Placerment Office for
further information about NSA, or write
to: Chief, College Relations Branch,
National Security Agency, Ft. George
G. Meade, Md. 20755, Att: M321.
Art equal opportunity employer, M&Fo
Campus Interview Dates:

OCTOBER 28, 29

Chr/usmaas ia C alfon ia
* * Spend your vacation in Cali-

fornia this year
* Board a Non-Stop Jet'

* * bags Free Plus Carton
S * ave $80.00 over re. airfare

(28. PLUS TAX)

CALL
PARKER TRAVEL AGENCY

(*pp. B.U.) 5647
NOW-sReservations are limit-
ed so reserve yoW spat now.

. . . where imaanination is the essential nualification

W/ork in for UN

Milldikan planaing for

the city of Boston in a restaurn

so regal the Charles is know

IVE
H TEAUX

Engilneers, Mathematicansa:
At NsA, our successes depend on yours.

Pationa
secrlty

agncy
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j Lloyd Quau

~. B~Y~Bv Mark Wils
Attending a Charles Lloyd concer

is more than just an evening listening tc
four excellent musicians play jazz
Everywhere he goes Lloyd manages tc

,capture his audience and to take then
through a wild adventure in jazz, rock
and what can only be called Charle
Lloyd Quartet music.

Lloyd's formula for spinning
musical web around the audienc
certainly worked this last weekend a
Boston University. By the end of th
night an almost capacity crowd a
Hayrden Hall was on their feet in
standing ovation that earned them
second impromptu set

Lloyd has had a long-standin
policy of only giving concerts opposit
rock groups. He was one of the firs
jazzmen to work in the Fillmore. Fo
his Boston appearance two loas
groups, "Far Cry" and "'The Quill,
were on the bill.

rtet is eloque
on A young group, "Far Cry" leans

towards exploratory, extended rock
trades. The group includes,a conga

t player and a sax man in addition to the
usual instrumentation.

rnk ' "The Quill," after much patience,
S has begun to receive due recognition.

They have developed a unique
personality; typically expressed

a through creative arrangements. They
e have mastered rhythmic and mood
at changes that give their performances a

i theatrical taste. A versatile lead singer
at and anexcellent electric piano player

a keep the group moving together and in
a a groove.

It was ten o'clock before the Lloyd
1 Quartet could get on stage. Most of the
te audience seemed unprepared for what
-Stt was to follow. Lloyd, on tenor, moved
Dr from a straight statement on the first

melody directly into a staccato,
barrelling exercise in free-form jazz.
Keith Jarrett on piano picked up the
broken thematic pieces, presenting his
own ideas in a rather blurred solo.
Lloyd came back with an extremely
gentle closing theme. Though not a
completely eloquent musical
statement, this first piece already had
~he audience leaning on the edges of
their seats.

The bulk of the concert failed to
display Lloyd in an inspired state. The
complex though someimnes irrelevant

ngle

PAPERS DUE SOON?
I TIRED Of TP NP'O0

sing yo rough copy tothe NEW Tech Office, W20485 *xt
door to t ol Teh Office) any time foma 9 am to 4?:30p
Monday through Fiay. 

Officers

To Hold Office For One Year

President - [No Normination]
Vice President and General Counsel - [No Normination]
Vice President - Rev. James E. Thomas
Secretary - [No Nomination]
Treasurer - [No Nomination]

Other Drectors

From the Officers or Alumni of Harvard

Thomas Cottle
Barry O'Connell
David Kirp

Tracy Strong
Mark Granovetter
Paul Strudler COLUMBIA RECORDING ARTISTS

From the Officers or Alumni of M.I.T.
Wayne O'Neil (to replace Donald P. Severance).

From the Graduate Schools of Harvard

Philip Whitten
Chester Finn

From the Graduate Schools of M.I.T. - [No Nomination]

From Harvard - Class of 1969 - Wesley Profit
From Harvard - Class of 1969 - Joel Kramer
From Harvard - Class of 1970 - Leslie Griffin-
From Radcliffe - Class of 1969 - Barbara Tucker
From M.I.T. - Class of 1969 - Peter Georgi
From M.I.T. - Class of 1970 - Laurie Nisonoff

These nominations were made by the following members:

David W. Smith
Elizabeth Lindsey
Alan S. Geismrer, Jr.
W. N. Peterson
Barry H. Gordon
Robert N. Eccles
Ralph S. Mariani
George T. Mercer
Stephen C. Neal
James C. Swank
James I. Gadsden
Wm. Pfeffer
John B. Brady
John C. Ritz
A. Paul Phillips

Linda Walker
Ann M. Munafo
Jonathan Seidman
Thomas H. Ebert
Susan A. Kotier
Thomas McGill
Elizabeth J. Cohen
James T. Kilbreth III
Jon Hiatt
Anthony A. Keyes
Steven Paul Roose
Michael A. Bundy
Lincoln Holmes
Norman Epstein

A WMEXGOOD:GUYS PRESENTATION

RIDGE ARENA, BRAINTREE, MASS.
TICKETS $3, $4, $5

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: HUB; TYSON; OUT-OF-QTOWN (CAMBRIDGE)
AND AT THE RIDGE ARENA BOX OFFICE

MAIL ORDERS; CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE &
MAIL TO: RIDGE ARENA, BRAINTREE, MASS.

FOR iNFO. CALL (617) VI 8-0800 --. O
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PHILP A. STOCDDARD,Clerk
lI

E.

sir

, creativ
drumming of Jack DeJonne-
subtle bass work of Ron Mccire
filled the gaps in Lloyd's
creativity, carrying the Quartet on
own exciting vibration, It is a t
Lloyd's total musical personal
even without his usual c0mpeling
he indeed did capture the crowd.

It was Keith Jarrett who a
star that night. He was the
consistently interesting soloist,
into more musical forms thain
related. His flashy and very es
attack of the piano appealed
audience. On "Loveln," one
group's best pieces, Jaret ex~
from his soul one of the best sl
heard. His technique was imper
he swung through some very a
chord changes, The solo could
building and soaring, id
unplanned cheers from the au
Jarrett peaked with rMa
two-fisted variations on the t
ealed the' biggest resonse of
evening with a remarkable solo.
caught the spirit as he returned
driving lute solo.

Even though some of the cq
was spotty and not up to thegm
previous standards, the four men 
Charles Lloyd Quartet won evu
audience and certainly won ovef
reviewer with "Love-In," a truec
to tne evening.

COOP

NOMINATIONS
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Clerk of the Harvard Cooperative Society announces receipt of a communication from Mr. Wesley
Profit enclosing papers for nominations:
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By Steve Grat

So little has appeaied here about
the Who that it seems a little to dly
come out now and-call them one of the
top groups around. It's true, though,
ad if the miserable programming of
teir new "Magic Bus" LP has kept it
forn approaclhing their last two albums

a unified structure, the newer
tatedal matches up to anything

they've done in the past. That probably
isn't enough.

Many of the songs on "Magic Bus"
are taken sfrom their old, old British
LP's - songs such as "Pictures of Laily,"
,Bucket T. and "Doctor, Doctor,
lDofor." These songs are all entirely
pasable as qualffied bummers from a
failtomiddling British band, which
perhaps the Who used to be. But
puting these songs out now, after the
btliant "Happy Jack" and "The Who
Sell Out" albums, is-a slap in the face
to th group - they don't sound like

ffagbard's
,, Pete Lindner

Hlaghbad and Signe, "previously
known as "The Red Mante," is a saga
that relates a Nordic episode in love,
chivalry, and death. The fimn, now
showing at the Symphony II Thatre,
does not go further than the literal
intlpretat/on of the events, because
there seems to be no great *oral or
philosophical significance in the tale.
Nonetheless, this foreign film remains
an interesting production. The
photography is almost flawless, and the
landscape is as beautiful as it is sparse.
Its nude scenes are tastefully done, and
the characters are wen casts

Based on a storyl~ie, which I
remember one critic saying, "is
remarkable like Romeo and Juliet,
"ihgbard and Sgne" does not ell of
star-crossed lovers; rather it portrays
two individuals in a primordial Western
sciety. Hgbard and his two brothers
IP forth to yonder fjord to avenge fe
!liayng of their father. After a
-tlmated battle on a field of honot,;a

Xuck is declared. Hagbard meets SigAe,
l~&ughter of the former enemy king.

True love reigns.

Buat it really does get better.

In a fight, Hagbard'performs lse a
!'itable superman; perhaps those
scenes should have been eliminated.
There are scenes where one feels a real
emotional link to the chasacters. After
Hagbard Kills ten men, the kcing holds
him prisoner so that his fate.may be

Ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r1 NWAIA BUIDRIE i

PARTMI'MON RESTRAURANT
AU7YWNWC GREEK aIISBE

EXa EURA AND AhMCANW
ALL MSOF ll(UOR

UNLgE f.UIl CC ApiR FEAnFXR
~ ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENO

OPEN EVERY DAR
_I A.IM. to 11 P.M.

Extremely /oderate Prices
For Reservations Call 491-9592

W g @924 Msse Aveo
(BETWEEN HARVARD AND

-CENTRAL SOUARES}

this anymore.
Perhaps the best approach would be

just to ignore the oldies-but-goodies
and consider the new material as
related to the last two albums. (Decca
was actually mercenary enough to
include "Run Run Run" from "Happy
Jack" on the new album.) "Happy
Jack" was perhaps the most blissfully
uninhibited album ever - a delightful
circus of hip, hysterical songs such as
"Boris the Spider," "Whiskey Man,"
and "Cobwebs and Strange." The high
point of the record was a beautifully
arranged extended number "A Quick
One While He's Away" - a nine-minute
mini-opera with roles sung by Roger
Daltrey and Peter Townshend. In this
song drummer Keith Moon surpasses all
of Ginger Baker's work, and then some,
while lead guitarist Townshend takes
off with his ultra-naive style of play -
most of of his licks are simply chords,
very full, and all too tasteful.

non-prurient
decided. One can feel the sense of
justice present (perhaps more fair than
most of the policies extant in the
United States.) The viewer feels as if he
is really an observer of another culture,
watching its listroy, with no loss of
impact because its significance did not
affect the world.

"The Who Sell Out" was the best
programmning job done on a rock LP,
which one reason is why "Magic Bus"
is so disappointing. Between songs on
the first side are interspersed real
commercials and jingles from Radio
London, a nowdefunct pirate station.
The set-up for "I Can See for Miles" is
incredible - as good as the Byds'
maneuver leading into "My Back
Pages."

If "Magic Bus" fails as far as
programming, at least the four new
songs on it deserve attention. The
single of "Call Me Lightning"/"Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" is worthwhile,
but the two best songs are the hit single
"Magic Bus" and its B-side "Someone's
Coming." Both songs concentrate more
on lead singer Daltrey than has been
usual in the past, but he is thoroughly
up to the job. Instrumentalists
Townsbend, Moon, and John Entwistle
have a lot to say too, but there just
isn't room here.

For a better picture of the Who
pick up either "Happy Jac," or "The
Who Sell Out," neither of which was as
noxiously mishandled by Decca as
"Magic Bus."

At least you will be getting an
album of what-the group's better stuff
can sound like - "Magic Bus" is
actually just a conglomeration of songs
that were cut from the previous albums
for the American versions. You have to
admit, though, that the cover is pretty.

I-

a master of
cinematic erotica e"

-Sturday Review

.4% 

As gently as possible, Arlo
dissembles the known world with
new tales and songs from Alice's
Restaurant. Live, in living color,
and to be heard with ultra-high
frequency and an open mind.

I

I
I

We're Avco Lycoming. We're scouting for engineers.
We're a leading designer and producer of gas turbine
engines for land, sea and air applications. You'll fly,
no doubt about it. The sky's not the limit at Avco
Lycoming.

W\e're after ME's and EE's both. Men who'd like to
make a great living on the shore of Long Island Sound.
Just 60 miles from New York's "Fun City". Just a
skip and a hop to Boston. Right in the middle of
graduate school country. And we'll pick up the tab.

We're a company with extra benefits like nothing
you've ever seen. WTe could string them out in this ad,
but there'd be scant room left.

We'll be interviewing on campus. Check the Placement
Office for the exact time and location. And in case you
can't make the date, take note of this: write College
Relations Coordinator, Dept. 195, Avco Lycoming
Division, Stratford, Connecticut.

We'll open up that big, wide world.

Q ua L~COM~ING DIVISION
STRATFORD. CONNECTICUT
A DIVISION OF AVCO -CORPORATION

4l4O Arlo Guthrie R 6299

An Equal F Oooortunitv EmncoloverW

P not their best

unueA cDestatpiece of £E-c1

"A REALLY BEAUTIFUL MOVtEV'
-New York Times
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In a couple of
mnonths, you'vT got

a date w-vith the big
wide world.

WhIat are you
doing next

Friday, OIctober
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Massachusetts Congressional District.

John H. J. Allurm
Mark Eisner

CoChairmen
MIT Political Action Committee

Schedule
To the Editor:

- On Sunday, November 10, 1968, at
4 pm, the MIT Concert Band will
perfonrm in Kresge Auditorium as part
of the festivities commemorating the
twentieth anniversary of the formation
of this music organization. Among
other events planned for this
celebration are a Saturday evening
banquet and a reception following the
concert. I laud and heartlty praise those
individuals responsible for considering
to organize such a program.

80~
a

IFS ANDS .OR BUTS . . .

We will better your' best ona fide deal by $25 on any

'68 HONDA. We hav-ve all the hot ones- SS 450,

.CL 450, CB & CL 3 50's.

-~~~~~~~~~~ . .i.:..-.- ::: ::.:-::::.,-'. :::::.::::: ::::::::::::::ii· 

On the other hand, I have few kind
words for the persons involved in the
scheduling of this gala event and that
of Junior Prom 1968, with which the
music program is somewhat in conflict.
Arranging both these events to coincide
over the same weekend ig a case of
gross negligence and the results of such
disregard of foresight awill not be
beneficial to either function, especially
the concert, for which audiences have
been somewhat meager in number.

Faure plans to- ive up to that
promise as well. He is currently
preparing another reform program in
France's primnary and secondary
schools.

It would be unfair, perhaps, not to
recognize some of the possifive actions
which have been taken following
campus disruptions in America,
(Columbia's Cordier has distressed
more than one radical up there with
the wind he has taken from the S.D.S.
sails), but it is indeed refreshing to read
of a country where simple attention to
democratic demands is not taken-as
some kind of appeasement to "those
who would overthrow traditional,

I proven values."

1B 4 In C to ~~B~~~ aaQe
(contilnued from page I)

find a qualified instructor at this time
of year and more important, the team
members themselves be allowed to find
and bring in applicarnts, leaving the
privilege of interview and final choice
to the Director.

That's the day the GE interviewer will be on cam-
pus. He's coming to talk to engineers. All kinds of
engineers.

He'll be talking about the opportunities at Gen-
eral Electric. All kinds of opportunities.

Opportunities in research and development.
Where an engineer can work on everything from
jet engines to x-ray equipment to-ways to prevent
air pollution.

Opportunities in manufacturing. Where an en-
gineer can be responsible for designing a factory or
developing a new production system or getting the
most out of other people.

Opportunities in sales. Where an engineer
spends most of his time with GE customers, using
his technical knowledge- to help them solve a vari-
ety of problems. 

So no matter what kind of engineer;you are,
you'll probably:find that General- Electric has ex-
actly the kind of job you're looking 'for.:

Why not line up arn interview now? And you
might line up just the job you want on Wednesday,
October 30.

gE NER AL ELECTR I C
An equal'opportunity employer

I

ALLARD LOWENSTEIN
needs your help in New York.
Transportation and acomodation is
available for student canvasserS . Call
Reid Ashe, 491-169.

--� :r : . : :I

Letterr
(coninued fProm pag 4)

PAC

To the Editor: -

The October 1 lth coverage (Pag 2,
Column I) of an MIT Postical Action
Committee meeting contained several
inaccuracies and occasional
editorializations.

h total number of inaccuracies is
six. The instances of partial Wporfing
must of course be based on the values
of the reader, but let the record be
balanoe so that you readers may judge
for themselves the efficacy of MIT
PAC.

The PAC is an MIT community
organization started soon after the
Democratic National Convention from
an amalgamation of McCarthy and
Kennedy campaign workers. Its
purpose is to build a local framework
for increased participation in the liberal
democratic process. We will offer the
capabilities of the MIT community in
precinct analysis, position papers, and
canvassing to prospective liberal
candidates and liberal legislators.
Further, the group will orgmize to
mobilize rapidly forspecific; issues

In particular, the PAC will actively
support- the candidacy of Chandler H.
Stevens, an MIT graduate, running as
a strong independent in the Third

Ji.om Smith
(continued from page 4)

the genuine leadership credibility,
which is certainly lacking in America.
Irn a television speech delivered after
the searing student disruptions of last
spring, General De Gaulle took the
highly un-American step of recognizing
the existence of a problem and
expressing his sympathy with the
actions and demands of the students.
he promised to take action.

This contrasts with the standard
American (i.e. Lyndon Johnson)
approach of calling for tranquility
(Johnson is a lover of peace) and
promising that "rioters will not be
rewarded." Of course, Johnson could
not speak for the educational riots and
disruptions, but America's academic
lords shared his approach.

Faure shares De Gaulle's sensitivity
to the legitimacy of student unrest. In
a speech before the French Assembly
he asserted that the student disruption
in May could be explained "neither by
the energy of a handful of instigators,
nor by nihilism, nor by the taste for
violence ... The demand for evolution
requires a democratization of
education from the nursery to the
university."

Tech
I call on the various parties

involved to present their cases in order
thiat it might-be determined where the
scheduling process malfunctioned.
Crises of this nature could easily be-
avoided if responsible people devoted a
little time and thought tO other
organizations in' existence on this
campus andto their presentations.

As for myself, I face the unpleasant
task of having to take the Law School
Adiaission Test on the morning and
afternoon of Saturday, November 9,
1968.

Mike Mann '69
Timpanist, MIT Concert Band 

Theto
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o^MpIut er
Bv Don D'Amico

It is apparent that politics and
campaigning ae becoming increasingly
scientific in their execution. Madison
Avenue has led the consumer down
predetermined and profitable paths as a
result of just such an approach. The
approach involves, however, utilizing
nmany unmeasurable factors such as
emotion, biases, etco One would

' therefore be drawn to the
time-honored conclusion that any
situation involving any of thee human
'factors would, by definition, be
unpredictable.

However, this is not the case. While
it is true that human reactions can
never be forecast with' unerring
accuracy, certain preferences and
responses can be approximated. The
more advanced the method for such
approximations is, the more accurate
the results will be. The most advanced
method to date is the computer.

Professor Ithiel D. Pool, Head of
the Department of Political Science, is
a member of a corporation known as
Simulmatics. "The aim of the
corporation," as Professor Pool
describes it, "is to produce useful
information to aid in the evaluation
and solution of any problem of interest
to a social scientist." The work of the
corporation that 'has generated the
most interest to the layman is the work
concerning the prediction of the

I'. scienC o
experiment to incorporate the various
data received by polls, gaming, etc., for
any given social or political situation.
Yet today, Simulmatics has become a
predicter of the unknown, rather than
merely an information compiler. Its
successful operation establishes it as an
excellent medium for the analysis of
previously unpredictable social
situations. Crucial mistakes need only

ibe realized on paper.

Waleigh , stgdemts
to dTiscuss meals

(continued from page I}
to the MIT Community on an a la carte
basis

In addition The Ryer Commission,
composed of students, faculty
members, and representatives from the
office of the Dean, recommended that
each house have its own dining hall as
soon as possible. It was considered
necessary that students eat together in
a quiet, relazed atmosphere. The report
xecomrqended commons in every
dormitory for the following reasons:
The f'mancil problems inherent to
partial operation would be offset,
health standards would be higher, and
It is thought, the experience of dining
in this manner would contribute to the
JNUT educational process.

In order to provide voluntary
commons, it is probable that a la carte
facilities would have to be provided on
a financially sound basis. This would
almost inevitably involve closing one of
the three dining halls now in operation.
This action was specifically held a
unacceptable by Dariush Ashraft, '69
president of Baker House, and also by
the presidents of the other groups, for
it is felt that the dining halls are of
benefit to the houses.

In an effort to resolve this conflict
two possibilities have been suggested:
closer communication on all levels
from the students to the commons
choairan of their house, and thence to
the D'iing Service. Mr. Bishoff believes
that -far less dissent will result if
commons becomes. more responsive to
the desires of the ultimate consumers:
the students who must take Commons
at their place of residence. More
importantly, Dean of Student Affairs
Kenneth R. Wadleigh, who actually
initiates the policies of the Dining
Service, and to whom the open letter in
the Burton Walrus was ultimately -

addessed, has asked for a meeting of
all those who signed the letter Maria
Kivisild, '69 UAP, Ashtaft, Amy
Stigemoto, '69 McCormick president,
John Head, '70 Burton President, and
D.B.. Jdrey '69, Editor of the Burton
House Walrus; whether any vallble
alternative comes out of the meeting
to be seen, but in all probability,
compulsory common meals will remain
compulsory at Baker and Burton
and at McCormick Hall:

C§iy action ain'ed
at stuzdent influx

I

I
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outcome of political campaigns.
Political information is used to
simulate the situation in the computer.
Evaluations are then made, and a
workable approximation of the
outcome is produced. In the past,
Simulmatics has done quite well in its
predictions on the outcome of the
current political campaigns. Yet the
company is far from inactive. The
number of possible uses for such a
system demands its utilization. For
example, the company has in the past
simulated such conditions as the
Venezuelan economy and other
socioeconomic situations.

Yet it is perhaps a more amazing
company that it already seems. This is
because the computer, working only on
circuitry and cards, is free and capable
to deal in the realm of what might be.
Therefore, the social scientist is able to
change any situation and get a good
estimate of what the effect of such
changes might be. The ob-ious
advantage of this is that it frees the
people living under a certain system
from experimental errors, some of
them very cruel. Thus Simalmatics
marks the creation of the experimental
model for the human situation.

Professor Pool realizes that
Simulmatics has grown tremendously
from the original design. .nitially, it
was commissioned by the Kennedy
Administration in 1960 as an.

(contirnued from page 1)
announced that a special committee
has been formed to draw up legislation
for rent control.

Coundcillor Edward Crane then
attacked the myriad bureaucratic
structures of city government which
sees at least four different agencies
concerned with housing but very few
actual resumits. He said that instead of
"plan on plan" the city needs "brick
on brick".

II

Another major matter of
contention throughout the current
crisis has been the issue of the
hniversity's property ownership in
residential areas of Cambridge. The
officials from both universities denied
any interests in acquiring residential
areas, but their statements were
emphatically challenged by members of
the community.

The most emotional sequence of
the evening occurred in the passion and
determination showed by certain
members of the Co-ordinating
Committee. To them it was a "bit of
history" merely that the "big shots in
their high towers" had fially
consented to communication with the
community.

, .. ... . . .

Upwith Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!

An ordinary pencil eraser picks up,
every smudge, every mistake.The special

surface treatment lets you erase . -i" : :i 
- without a trace. If Eaton's Cbrrasable '/- - ,

leaves your papers impeccably neat, ?-, ' .- #
what are you waitingfor? Get'it in iig-ht/' :-:: "

medium, heavy weights and Ono :; -= :i:o-
. Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500- A 'dz : '

sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores / adzWM PA ]~t
and Departments. A_ _ :~

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATONS CORRASABE BONTPD E' WR E RPAP~E
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
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p -MBCC 5- 3
t inning runi

two walks while striking out six. AD&
ie in the bottom of the fourth, MITwas
as ableto put' together a run to know the
3 score at- th r e e all.

Sophomore Pat Montgonmep:
relieved Mayforth in the sixth in4te aand he retired the side without givi
up a hit. As MIT came to bat, i
became obvious that darkness xva~

A threatening to force an early ending~
m play. With one out, Bill Preese valked.:
le and Dan Kely stroked his second titsO'
)f the day, sending Preese to third. Pa-!
)f Sedgwick '71 then hit the first pitch
,d thrown to him for a single up tke

middle, scoring Pteese and sendi
Kelly to second. A poor throw by the!

he visitors third baseman gave Tech a
of needless insurance run as Montgormer

ly threw a final no-hit inning.

It started out as another har
struggle as Tech starter, Hern
Mayforth '70, gave up three runs in th
first inning. But in the bottom half c
the inning Teeh rallied for two runs a
their own, cutting Montgomery's lea
to one.

-After Mayforth's 'shaky start, I
settled down to pitch four innings '
no-run, no-hit baseball, yielding on

COOP

ANBUAL MEETING-
The nnual meeting of the membership of the Harvd Cooperative
Society, in accordance with Article XIV of the By-Laws, "Il be heldin:

Member who have joined since July 1-, 968, are Participatinfg Members 
are eokay invited to attend.. Please bring Coop Card and Bursar Card ,
for identification for admittance to Auditorium. 

.% ~Q3:

New standOUT
pocket-model

reference marker
by Eberhard Faber

makes words, titles,
numbers, and main
points stand out. In
textbooks, reports,

msaps -on any kind
of paper.

Pocket-size standOUT
goes with you: marks

the.important stuff
in either bright

transparent yellow or
pink for easy reference.

Won't show through
paper, either.

- At your coll91ege
- bookstore.
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Batters to
on two lasl

By Jay Zager

With their backs to the wall, th
varsity baseball team scored two run
in the final inning to gain a 5-
come-from-behind victory ove
Massachusetts Bay Community Colleg
last Monday on Briggs Field. Thus th
home team were able to close out th
fall season with their first victory.

TiJn

¢mmbr.[da® MHigh& Latitn' audatorlu

e@g'er Br@adway - Tr@wbridgee se.
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stanclOUT 49¢I. 
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windshield washer button in.
It is: Still wider and weightier

than the rival sportster we're too
polite to name.

You should drive a 1969 Camaro
at your Chevrolet dealer's the
first chance youget.

Even if you're 42.
'Pustting you first, keeps us first.
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By Jon Steele the second set to earn liis 6-0, 7-5
victory, and Bob Metcalfe '69 prevailed
at number three, 6-0, 6-4. The number
one and two matches were played on
MIT's hard courts, however. (This was
to prepare the players for the
tournament at Brandeis this weekend.
Each team sends its top two men to
compete in the singles-only
tournament.) Bon McKinley '70, who
should have had no trouble playing

The varsity tennis team earned two
more victories- this week, defeating
Tufts 9-0 here Monday and Brandeis
7-2 on Wednesday. The team, which
has already defeated the University of
Rhode Island and placed fith in the
ECAC Championships, will finish up
the fall season with the Brandeis
Invitational Tournament this weekend.

The Tufts match provided little
competition for the netmen. MIT took
all nine matches with easy, straightset
victories.

Wednesdayagainst Brandeis it
looked much the same story. Brandeis'
home courts awe asphalt as opposed to
MIT's clay, and the Brandeis men had
trouble keeping the ball in play. Tom
Stewart '69 at number six and Manny

Weiss '70 at number five went through
their opponents with identical 6-2,6-0
victories. Joe Baron '70 had to fight for

By Ron Caine
hen a team wraps up its season
sting of a 7-1 record, the
evment should certainly be noted.
this is accompnished during the

ear-of varsity status by defeating
formidable opponent as Yale and

nouth, the respect and accolade-of
MIT athletic community is

but they are necessarily limited in the
type and quantity of assistance they
can give.

Professor Smith is now in Mexico
City for the Olympics, meanwhile
leaving Assistant Director John Barry
to head the search. But apparently he
did not leave Barry with the authority
to even bring applicants in for
interview, let alone hire a new coach.

Evidently, no instructor can be
officially obtained until after the
Athletic Director returns, but
something can, and must, be done in
the interim. We would like to
recommend that the Athletic
Department feelers be stepped up
considerably; it will be all the harder to

down at number two, was extended to

64, 7-5, while Skip Brookfield'69 lost
in three sets.

Likewise, IMIT won the clay court
doubles easily, but McKinley and Weiss
were toppled on the asphalt.

Despite the poor showing by
McKinley and Brookfield on
Wednesday, however, MIT is favored to
win the Brandeis Tournament.
Brookfield upset McKinley in a
challenge match last week, but has
been sick for the last few days. He did
not even compete in the Tufts match.
But Skip's game is greatly improved
over last spring and by Saturday he
should be back in-top form. McKinley,
though noted for competitive lapses,

But the varsity gymnasts, who
dtd their career at MIT in just such
Miner last year, don't feel they're
fg the attention a varsity sport
old have. With the first match only
·f weeks away, they have yet to

2j:'~:;).:~ L-/::',/[:.,::~i',:,,::'1:-::.::",.
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Captain Bob Mc~inley '69.

Captain Bob Mc cinley '69
Brlce Wright, who led the team
to varsity competition as coach last
ar, suddenly found himself
classified in mid-May. While
pealing his 1-A status during the
Mmer, he apparently kept in close
ntact with the Athletic Department.
fessor Ross Smith, Director of
,efics, decided to concentrate on

ppoling Wright min this touchy
tuation, even though alternate
ssibilities in the sparse field of loose
mnastics coaches were fast going

demonstrates a forehand return on his
way to a 6-0,6-4 against his Brandeis
opponent. M IT won the match, 7-2.

(please turn to page 8)

summer and should have his

concentration back for the important
matches at Brandeis.

did extremely well in tournaments this
close grouping of the top live runners,
the ones that count in the scoring (the
next two displace). So far this year
there have been larger than ideal
spreads and opponents have been
squeezing in to give Tech just a few
extra points - just enough to lose the
meet in one case (Coast Guard won by
four). Tech's getting stronger as the
season progresses and should start
grouping well again.

Face UNH today
Tuesday's win gives the thinclads a

5-2 mark with four opponents
remaining. Today the MIT distance
men journey to the University of New
Hampshire to try to add another win.
Last year Tech outdistanced UNH
19-39; this year both teams have
improved but the engineers should still
come out of the meet with a slight
edge.

By J ohn Wargo
Coach Art Farnham's harriers

picked up their fifth win of the season
Tuesday by romping over Boston
College 16-39. Co-captain Ben Wilson
'70 led easily for all of the 4.7 miles of
golf course and woods at Franklin
Park. The tall blonde is undefeated so
far this season and loped across the
finish line at 23:15, over 40 seconds in
front of the next finisher, Stan
Kozubek '69. Kozubek, just recovering
from an infected knee, led Larry Petro
'70 and Co-captain Jim Yankaskas '69
to a 25-second group spread and
second, third, and fourth places.
Boston College squeezed in a runner
for fifth place; Jolm (Owens '70
wrapped up sixth for Tech.

Tech's best punch last year, leading
the team to an undefeated season, was

The strong probability became a
ainty early August when Wright
eyed notice that his appeal had

en Iejected. He has since enlisted in
e Navy, but the young coach's'future
swith MIT are Still uncertain, leaving
i.thletic Department in a quantdry.
The dilemma of the team is

coming increasingly serious. Now is
e part of the season when coaching
Ip is most needed, when basic moves
d technique are being developed.
ith 11 freshmen out this year, four
ore than last year's group, this need is
en more acute. Graduate student Pat

ey, a trampoline specialist, Captain,
d Dick Hood '70 are currently
ganizing practices at Smith's request;

By Al Morgan
The winless Teen soccer team fell

victim to its seventh consecutive defeat
of the season Wednesday at the hands
of Tufts, 5-1, in a disappointing
showing. This loss stretched their
streak to seventeen. At this point there
is ,no place to go but up, which is what
they hope to accomplish in upcoming
games %ith Amherst tomorrow and
Brandeis Wednesday.

The most recent outing was the
opener of the Greater Boston League
competition. Tufts played an
sll-around fine game, making a number

of good plays, husting continuously,
and most importantly, making no
costly errors. The engineers, on the
other hand, made some expensive
mistakes late in the game which ruined
any chance they had to catch up. They
had a tough time getting started and
found themselves behind 2-0 in the
second quarter before they could get
on the scoreboard. Jerry Maskiewicz
'71 was the only one able to connect
for the' second straight game, as he
drilled in a penalty shot to pull his
team within a goal at 2-1.

'69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment
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By Don Arkin
The MIT golf team picked up a pair

[fallvictories last Monday by winning
trianguria match play tournamnent at
0ncord Country Club.-- The scores
ere 61/2/2 over BC and 5%/2-1'/2 over

Surprisingly, Greg Kast '69 was the
4 non-winner against BC. Greg's 75
hich was the best round of the day
as only good for a tie With his
p!nent. Tech's six winners were
pfain Tom -Thomas '69 with 82,
lke McMahan '69 with 77, Don
nderson '69 with 82, Ken Smolek '70
ith 79, John Light '70 with 86, and
'phomore Robert Armstrong with 92.
In the Bentley part of the meet

ast's 75 did manage to win a point
it Thomas lost to his-opponent and
onAnderson halved for Bentley's 11/2

The golfers won't be playing in the
:AC finals this Friday although BC
e The reason for this is that Greg
ast didn't play in the qualifying
und and several of the players who
d played poorly.

Baseball

l IV) -MBC 3

Cross Country

MIT(V) 16-BSC 39 

Soccer

Tufts -MIT() I

your headlights when you hold theincluding Hugger Orange, which
is wild.

It is: Full of new features
including bigger outlets for the
Astro Ventilation, a 210-hp stand-
ard V8, and a lock for the steering
column, ignition and transmission
lever.

It is: Available with a little
device that automnatically Washes

UNH 3. MIT (F) 9 Some people have a hard time
communicating with youth.

Not us.
We just bring on the 1969

Camaro, then tell it like it is.
It is: Restyled inside and out

with a new grille, new bumpers,
new parking lights, new instru-
ment panel, new steering wheel,
new striping, and new colors

Golf
ET (V) 6'% - BC.H

-lIT (V) 5% -Bentley 1/2

Tennis

:iT (V) 9 -Tufts 0
_a~).rs

9-0, do2INettmen

Colme In le 2,,3 i

Harriers outrun B C

Tufts owns kickers 5-1
in first nGel eaceaater

,, Betley 16,11

Tech goller 

HOW-THEY DID

~417~ One.
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The $128 Pater Touche is mighter th the pegns.
With a Touch6,11, you can write as boldly as you think. Because t writes loul. It

writes daringly. it shouts your ssage across the page.
With a Touch 1,o, y also get your choice dof writing tips in one of three widts-.

loud, hyserical or violent. Ansd you don't have to quit when you run out of ink. All
you need Is a ne T ip and Ink refill cartidge. Now at thie special -price dof 3 for 98¢.
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They assembled in Toronto,the
five best rock-men in Canada 
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funding of an orientation program for
incoming black students each fall. Such
a program was carried out this fall. In
an interview, several members
explained that such an orientation
program would put a link between MIT
and the greater black community.

U~I t Y in hiring/

(continued from gage I)
that a non-distorted picture of Black
history and culture may be presented.
MIT should investigate and, if at all
possible, implement a program of
exchange of faculty with Black
Schools. In order to export some of its
technical know-how to these
institutions The Black oriented courses
should include African Studies, BLck
American history, and contemporary
Black Problems as part of the elective
system in Political Sciee and
Humanities and as options in the
regular freshman- sophomore
Hlumanities sequence begiming
academic year 196970.

There should be a section in the
humanities library with references
relating specifically to Black history,
African studies, etc. There should be an
Afro-American Center run by the MIT
Black Student Union. It would be a
place for Black Students to meet and
where examples of Black culture would
be on display. The MIT Black Student
Union should be funded for the
sponsorship of a Black history week as
a program of education for Black
Students and the greater MIT
comrluniv .

The MIT ]black Studena Union
should be funded each year to provide
an orintation program for entering
Black Students. This would include
visits to points of interest in the Black
community, speakers discussing the
role of Black Students in the Black
community, social function s - to
introduce Black fteshmen to a well
rounded social life in the Boston area,
so that their academic performance will
not be jeopardized by social

(continued from page 1)
MemberS of the Union also plan to

.--Ca.t t-hs fall i predominately black
Wigh schools to increase the number of

applications for the Admissions office
to work with. In oonnectioa with this
is the writing of a special brochure for
prospecftive black students that the
Admissions office hopes to start soon.

The incoming blacks "become
isolated in a basically white world."
MiLs Jackson' explained that the
"fantasy world" of MIT to an incoming
black student has to end four years
from now. The orientation would
insure that the student "can't lose
touch with the community." By
becoming ffiends with other black
students first, the student won't "lose
limrnself with respect to other black
students."

New courses

The proposals on curiculum may
be the first to be imnplemented.
Professor Douglas conftrmed that new
courses deaing with the problems of
black Americans are in the offering but
that, "We intend to work with them
(members of the Union) before we
announce any new courses." Members
of the Union expressed hope that the
courses will be taught by black
professors because "no white can ever
know what it is to be black."

The attitude of the Bhlack Student
Union towards help fomr outside
groups is one of separation. A memnber
exphned that the organization is
*"addressing itself solely to-- the
administration" and is not soliciting
support from other groups. If white
students really want to help, the Union
members explained, then they should
concentrate on doing what that can to
help change the attitudes of their
fellow white students. Miss Jackson
added that it "takes more courage to
help fellow whites" than to participate
in largely black organizations. And
finally, Miss Jackson expressed the
hope that students will "work to put
presure on if they feel strongly about
the proposals."

Another proposal called for the

* Members of the Class of 1970 have
been invited to join with students- of
Wellesley College in a Washington
Sumnmer Internship Program . The
ten-week programn is designed to give
students from all departments,
backgound and interests an
opportunity to deepen their
understanding of the political process
through work in the offices of major
government agencies, members of
Congress and the major political
parties. The program also includes
regular seminars to bring all the
participants and their guests together
for discussion of nmutu2l experiences
and interests. It is expected that the
program for summer, 1969, will
include approximately fifteen Wellesley
students and six to eigt MIT
participants. Although chosen
principally from applicants from the
junior class, in exceptional cases
sophomores of unusally good
backgsound will be cnsidered for
selection. Further information and
applicatioa forms, which are due by
5:00 pm on October 2S, can be picked
up in Room 53-409

Eban, Foreign Minister of.
speak on Tuesday, at 8 pm
Ticket distribution will be
am in the lobby of Building

* Abba
Israe, will
in Kgge. 
Friday, 10
10.

WERE YOU IN CHCAGOC ? Harvard
Law studen conducting survey of the
events during the conveation week
mant to talk with you. can
immeately Bruce 864-5291 oa I Dan

A4-8892.
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HARVA5.RD SO. 8:50 - 5:30 Mon. - St.
Open Thurs. 'tit 9. One hour free pafk-
Ing Church S1. Garage with purchases
$3 or more. M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
8:50- 5:30 Mon. - Sat. Sat. free parking
in three adjacent parking areas

. CHILDREN'S MEDIECAL CENTER Long-
wood and Brookline Aves. 9:30-6 Mon.-

S Sat. Parking available al Medical Center
E 'and Deaconess Hospital gjarages.

see why SMART SHOPPERS SHOP THE COOP

BUI to recruit b/acks
Chemical danufactuavi

Rohmb and Haas
company

Plastics, fibers, Pharmaeeuticals,
and Cheliicals for Agriculture,
and the Processing Industries.

W0i l terview on
OCT. 249 25, &29, 1968

For positions of responsibility,
diversity and strong future
advancement possibilities.

RESEARCH, [NGINEERING, PRODUCTlON,
iiARKETING, FINANCE.

Phladelphia headqmerters. Ptants anrd Offices throughlout
thJe U.S. and in 23 foreign countries,

Pi'AZELP)i{L, FEN:'.fYL' ANA '5911.5

0
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-CLASSI8EFIED'
UPWARD BOUND GROUP LEADERS
NEEDED. Work on Sa, througoout 
the year. Re studenBt ates. If
interested hi working with H. S.
yongstes Contact Dr. Louis Meand 1
20C-¢. X5124.

The Collegiate Department Store


